MESP Spring 2014 Courses:

Arabic:

**MDES 122:** Arabic I  
**MDES 152:** Arabic II  
**MDES 222:** Arabic III  
**MDES 252:** Arabic IV  
**MDES 334:** Media Arabic  
**MDES 352:** Advanced Arabic II  

Middle East Studies Major or Minor:

**AMST 379:** Arabs in America  
**CORE 104:** Islam and the West  
**ECON 342:** Economic Development of the Middle East  
**FREN 448m:** France and Islam  
**HIST 180g:** The Middle East  
**HIST 383:** The Modern Middle East  
**HIST 480:** Seminar in Middle East History: Islamic Spain  
**IR 362:** The International Relations of the Contemporary Middle East  
**IR 463:** Islam and Arab Nationalism  
**REL 302:** Religions of Ancient Egypt and the Near East  

Persian:

**MDES 120:** Persian I  
**MDES 150:** Persian II  
**MDES 220:** Persian III  
**MDES 250:** Persian IV  

Iranian Studies Minor:

**MDES 312:** Iran in the Middle Ages  
**MDES 313:** Modern Iran  

*Relevant courses not listed may be taken for Major or Minor credit with department approval.*